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THE NATURAL
WICKER COLLECTIVE
The beauty of natural wickerwork, outside of the fact that it is environmentally-friendly,
is how the natural vine or grass material is woven or interlaced into distinctive patterns.
Natural wicker furniture is made from a variety of materials, such as reed, cane, rattan,
seagrass, bamboo, and willow, making it both a practical and stylish furnishings choice
for family rooms, home offices, bedrooms, infant and children’s rooms, and enclosed
outdoor patios. It easily repels spills, particularly when woven from cane which has
the great quality of being less porous. It’s also very lightweight and airy, making it
easy to transport, move, or reposition. But, don’t let its light and airy quality fool you,
natural wicker furniture is one of the most affordable, durable, and environmentally
sustainable ways to bring a bit of tropical charm to your settings! The Isla Raffia
Collection from Made Goods, the Journey Wicker Daybed from the Lauren Liess
Collection by Taylor King, and the Jai-Alai Collection by Corbett Lighting are some
of our favorite natural wicker collections spotted at the Fall 2020 High Point Market!

COCKTAIL OR COFFEE?
The coffee or cocktail table is one of the most purposeful and utilized pieces of
furniture in a home's living space. Created to be used as the name implies, it provides
a place to serve and enjoy coffee or cocktails, along with the accompanying baked
goods or hors d’oeuvres. But, in today’s market it is expected to do so much more.
We want our cocktail and coffee tables to anchor our living space, and conjoin our
sofa, sectional, or lounge chair seating arrangements. We need them to complement
the aesthetic direction of our decor and perform their intended purpose with creative,
smart functionality, beauty, and style. This Fall Market at High Point was serving up
quite a few examples in a welcoming variety of shapes, styles, types, mix of material,
and function. Kindel’s Concorde Round Coffee Table imbues personality with its even,
triangulated step detail that crowns each leg. As storage becomes more of a necessity,
tables that come equipped with integrated drawers are gaining popularity. The Chalamet
Coffee Table from Mr. Brown, designed with four drawers and fabricated from a
mesmerizing mix of materials, is a favorite. Pieces that offer practical, yet multi-functional
purposes had a strong presence. Currey & Company’s new Visby Calcutta Pepper
Bench is reversible so that it can be used either as a seat or a table. We expect that
versatile designs that keep pace with our evolving lifestyle are going to continue to
be in high demand.
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CLEAN AND MODERN
The trademark of great design is effortless sophistication. We love pieces that offer a fresh
take on classic styling that is updated but not trendy. The clean upholstering and simple
lines of the Kim Bed by Hickory Chair are chic and timeless. The hefty hardwood frames,
pleasing proportions, and comfortable scale make it perfect for almost any setting.
The modern shape barrel back, wide arm rail, weltless clean upholstering, deep seating,
and block feet on Thibaut’s Sloane Chair elevate the lounging experience. We are loving the
swivel mechanism and perfect pitch of back and seat on Chaddock’s Lucy Swivel. The idea
of beauty in art realized in furniture is more than evident in Bernhardt’s Bonaire Sofa.
We were inspired by the precision detailing and artisan handcrafted passion emanating
from both the Shift Sconce by KingsHaven and the Galahad Large Linear Chandelier
by Visual Comfort Lighting. We are smitten by the timeless refinement of the Chesapeake
round outdoor dining table in natural grade A teak by Universal Furniture. The Pearce
Console Table from The Alexa Hampton Collection by Theodore Alexander has a Baltic
flair and boasts surprisingly clean lines plus hidden storage! The modern simple shape and
eternal elegance of the Angel Console by Julian Chichester comforts the soul.
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Splashworks for Color is the New Neutral trend

